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INTRODUCTION

In August 2014, the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Board of Directors adopted a new structure that allowed the sixty-five schools in the NCAA’s five highest-resource conferences (the “Power Five”) the autonomy to vote on rule changes related to the wellbeing of their student-athletes.1 The new model grants tremendous flexibility to schools in the Atlantic Coast, Big 12, Big 10, Pacific 12, and Southeastern conferences to self-govern and distance themselves from the other twenty-seven conferences that make up Division I college athletics.2 As such, the Power Five wasted little time adopting student-athlete wellbeing legislation.

At the 2015 NCAA Convention, the Power Five specifically established policies to provide more financial resources to the Division I student-athlete.3 Schools outside of the Power Five can elect to adopt similar legislation; however, many other Division I programs will either decline or simply be unable to dedicate more resources to their stu-
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dent-athletes. Because the new structure leaves the choice to schools, these policies will inevitably divide Division I membership based on schools that want to adopt the policies and those that reject them or lack the financial resources to commit. Although some see great benefit in the new structure and the implementation of these policies, it only perpetuates the increasing divide among Division I schools.

This article will focus specifically on two parts of the legislation adopted in January 2015 by the Power Five. First is legislation permitting Division I schools to provide athletic scholarships covering the cost of attendance. This legislation allows schools to cover tuition, room, board, textbooks, and other costs, such as travel and miscellaneous living expenses. Second is a policy that would prevent schools from eliminating athletic scholarships on the basis of athletic performance. Many viewed the 2015 NCAA Convention as “historic” because of the new governance structure and the aforementioned legislation that afforded student-athletes more rights and resources, benefits many felt they long deserved.

Although this may be a small step in granting Division I athletes specific rights, challenges are sure to arise due to these policies. If history is any indicator, the implementation of new legislation is only the beginning of additional changes from NCAA member institutions as they react to the new standards. Furthermore, new policies have, at times, created unintended consequences that create a ripple effect among NCAA members calling for additional legislation. Finally, the establishment of unprecedented regulations, such as the cost of attendance stipend and the multiyear scholarship, creates the perception of a healthy environment, often masking underlying problems that have not been addressed. In fact, former Princeton University Athletic Director Gary Walters suggests that the public has been fooled into thinking that the payment of student-athletes is truly beneficial to
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improving student-athlete wellbeing. He stated, “I believe the desire to pay student athletes is a bait-and-switch tactic, which is taking place now under the name of student-athlete welfare.”

The purpose of this article is to (1) discuss major policy implementations that divided NCAA members in the past; (2) highlight additional NCAA bylaws that need reexamination in order to improve the welfare of student-athletes; and (3) discuss some unintended consequences likely to stem from the new cost of attendance and multi-year athletic scholarship legislation.

I. HISTORICAL

A. Three Divisions

In the past, when the NCAA membership made adjustments to the rules governing different levels of play, a “market correction” followed. Schools would have to decide at what level they would like to play based on the new regulations implemented. Some argue another market correction is starting to take place, as schools outside the Power Five decide if and how they will fund the cost of attendance. The University of Alabama at Birmingham, citing a lack of financial resources to keep up with the changing landscape, eliminated its football program within weeks of the decision. Other ramifications are still to come, as the extent of the new autonomy remains unclear to many administrators associated with college athletics. However, 2015 is hardly the first time that new NCAA regulations have created a divide between those that have and want to spend more money on athletics and those that want to support athletics but are unable to keep up financially with those at the higher level. Ironically, there once was a time when it was nearly impossible to distinguish between college athletics programs.
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Although the NCAA was created in 1910, the use of the NCAA as a regulatory office did not begin until the creation of the Committee on Infractions in 1951. That same year the NCAA appointed an Executive Director, Walter Byers, who was charged with two major goals: enforcing rules and negotiating television contracts. The NCAA, and college football in particular, grew rapidly in the 1950s and 1960s, creating a lucrative revenue stream for the NCAA and its members. As the commercialization of college football increased, so too did the need for more regulations and a need to separate schools based on their athletic successes and competitive abilities. As some schools began to place an emphasis on college football and basketball, members decided it was necessary to separate schools into distinct categories. Prior to 1973, NCAA schools participated either in the University Division or the College Division.

In 1973, the NCAA membership voted to establish three divisions: Divisions I, II, and III. At the time, the 126 members playing “major” college football felt that some of the rules specific to recruiting and academics were hurting their sport. These members wanted to be able to protect their sport and not provide too many academic and financial restrictions on what had become a revenue generator for these institutions. As former Southeastern Conference commissioner Boyd McWhorter stated, “We must make certain that restrictions don’t put any coach in an impossible position or create conditions where our game is unattractive to our patrons.” The NCAA allowed schools to choose whether they wanted to participate in Division I, II, or III, with one major exception: football. Only the 126 institutions classified as “major” were allowed to remain in that classification. At the time, the
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classification of schools as major was based heavily on scheduling criteria. An eight-member NCAA Football Statistics and Classification Committee determined the classification on an annual basis. To be considered major, a team must have played at least six games against major teams for at least two consecutive seasons. Each division was given the chance to vote on regulations that would impact only their division without the approval of the others “unless delegates at the regular Convention object[ed] by a two-thirds majority in unicameral session.”

The ability for Division II and III schools to object to unfavorable regulations would play a significant role in at least slowing down the separation of schools. However, autonomy was increasing, and the classifications began to force schools to determine how they wanted to invest in college athletics. Many schools already facing financial pressures decided that dropping out of Division I may be in their best interest. For instance, the eight members of the Big Sky Conference petitioned to move all sports to Division II with the exception of basketball.

B. Division I Is Transformed

The idea of a unified NCAA membership was short-lived. In 1976, the College Football Association was formed on behalf of schools involved in major college football and “as a result of a frustration that ha[d] been born out of the inability to get a meaningful reorganization from the NCAA.” By the 1976 NCAA Convention, there was discussion among eighty-one of the major football schools that it was time to separate themselves by moving all other Division I schools to a lower level. The eighty-one major football schools would form what was rumored to be a “super-conference” that would include schools from the
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Big 8, Big 10, Southeastern, Southwestern, Pacific 8, Western Athletic, and Atlantic Coast conferences. Much of the rationale behind the split was based on the fact that some schools labeled Division I were not able to offer a true Division I football product. Schools that were interested in this super-conference clearly wanted to be able to put more money into their football programs, while the others welcomed financial restraint.

Several issues divided the group, including financing athletic scholarships, revenue generation, and success on the football field, the latter of which had become a major expense, particularly for the large football rosters. For instance, many programs outside of the major football schools wanted to control aid by using a need-based, rather than a talent-based, approach to awarding scholarships. In order to keep the NCAA together, a fourth classification, Division I-AA, began in 1979. Schools that wanted to pursue major college football would remain in Division I-A, and schools that wanted to reduce resources or could not keep up financially would join I-AA. John Underwood summed up the rationale in a 1978 Sports Illustrated article: “Well, that is exactly what the big football schools want: an end to having every NCAA meeting turned into an exercise in nitpicking by schools with which they have nothing in common; an end to having to face a threat a year. They want autonomy.” Although football regulations related to attendance, scholarships, and scheduling made it more difficult to become a member of Division I-A, it was still not completely autonomous, as the NCAA continued to operate on a one-school, one-vote process.
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C. Proposal 7: Membership Restructuring

In 1996, another restructuring of the NCAA took place, and Division I-A membership made another attempt at a higher degree of power and autonomy. Proposal 7 allowed the NCAA to eliminate the one-school, one-vote policy and give more authority to college presidents at the Division I-A level.37 At the time, then-NCAA executive director Cedric Dempsey called the restructuring “the most significant legislation that we’ve had in the history of the association.”38 Proposal 7 established a new voting structure led by a sixteen-member executive committee and three separate boards representing each of the three major NCAA divisions. The executive committee would be made up of twelve members from Division I, including eight from the I-A level.39 The essence of this round of restructuring was to give college presidents “direct control of NCAA policy.”40 However, Proposal 7 was important for other reasons not lost on the rest of the membership.

The NCAA would remain intact, even though the restructuring plan gave a high degree of autonomy to each level, as the separate boards would vote on their own division issues.41 Also, due to the weighted executive committee, more power would now be in the hands of those at the highest level, Division I-A.42 The ability to give more power to the Division I-A schools was important because of the threat major football schools presented to the rest of the membership. “Some schools [in Division I-A] have made it clear that in the absence of restructuring, they are gone,” said Patty Viverito, then-commissioner of the I-AA Gateway Football Conference.43 “So in some sense you’re seeing smaller schools negotiate the best deal they can, holding their noses, and saying yes.”44
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The two subdivisions were once again reclassified, this time as the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS), formerly I-A, and Football Championship Subdivision (FCS), formerly I-AA.\(^5\) Recently, sixty-five schools at the FBS level have pushed to have more authority to establish policies that create separation or autonomy.\(^6\)

D. Twenty-First Century Autonomy

Although the autonomy discussion has many similarities to the restructuring plans of the past, the latest effort is unique in that it is based on providing financial support to the student-athlete. The push for this round of autonomy started after a 2011 proposal to provide stipends to student-athletes was rejected.\(^7\) Since then, the effort to provide student-athletes with some form of compensation has become a point of emphasis. Many speculate that it was directly related to the financial transparency that has existed over the last decade, as the public has become more aware of the large college coaching salaries and the amount of revenue generated from college football and basketball.\(^8\) Although paying student-athletes has created tremendous debate, the reality is that this round of legislation will once again create separation between the haves and the have-nots.\(^9\)

The most recent round of NCAA policies creating autonomy for the Power Five conferences may appear to represent a modern, twenty-first century approach to college athletics by providing much-needed financial support to student-athletes. Although, on the surface, policies that provide a cost-of-living stipend and guaranteed scholarships appear to be beneficial to the student-athlete, there is still cause for concern. Do the new policies establish a quid pro quo situation where student-athletes are now expected to give more because they have been given a little? Supporters of the new policies believe that the stipend finally provides student-athletes with money that is rightfully
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However, the question is, does this open up more opportunities to take advantage of student-athletes’ time and increase possibilities for more unethical behavior? Unintended consequences such as these are lost in the victory of Power Five autonomy and legislation that improves student-athlete wellbeing. This highlights an ongoing need for the NCAA membership to address existing policies still requiring its attention.

II. UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

The combination of the cost of living stipend and the restriction on institutions being able to eliminate scholarships purely based on athletic performance is, on the surface, a step in the right direction, as many believe athletes have long been exploited. Although the subject has been and will continue to be debated, these policies may have unintended consequences for college athletics in the years to come.

First, the policies increase the intensity of recruiting, as the flexibility to make a mistake and “miss” on a recruit has decreased. In the past, a coach would recruit a student-athlete knowing that any athletic scholarship offered was not guaranteed for more than a year. Not being able to remove a student-athlete for athletic reasons means he or she could remain a member of the team even when not performing athletically. In order to improve quickly, coaches routinely over-recruit student-athletes each year. If coaches can no longer remove the scholarships of underperforming athletes, recruiting efforts may become more intense. The pressure not to make mistakes is bound to force more financial resources into the recruiting process as coaching staffs examine each student-athlete with even more rigor.

Second, time demands on the student-athlete appear to be at an all-time high. Do the policies now place even more pressure on the student-athlete to commit to his or her sport because failure is not an option? In essence, did the NCAA just buy more time for the coaches? Even before the stipend, student-athletes were spending over forty
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hours a week on their sport. One could speculate that that number could easily go higher.

Third, since student-athletes cannot be removed for underperforming athletically, they may be forced out by coaches, a process commonly known as being “run off.” Usually a student-athlete is run off a team when a coach has been fired or replaced or if the player is not performing as well as the coach who recruited him had hoped. Because the scholarship was only good for a year, there was no financial commitment made by the institution beyond the year. Now, there will be a multiyear commitment to the student-athlete unless he or she leaves the team. Coaches and teammates could make the experience so miserable that a student-athlete is practically forced to transfer.

The NCAA membership has tried in the past to work with multiyear scholarships and failed. By 1952, schools were granting athletic scholarships from one to four years in duration while offering a four-year “no-cut” scholarship as the most competitive package. Although this worked out well for student-athletes, schools became frustrated by the large investment in scholarship dollars overall, in particular to those that accepted the athletic scholarship but then chose not to compete. In an effort to control athletic debt, Division I members voted in 1973 to turn the four-year offer into a one-year renewable offer with no guarantees for the future. Administrators were reacting to the increasing financial commitment made to athletic scholarships for males and the recent passage of Title IX in 1972, which would increase scholarship dollars for female athletes.
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coaches and administrators to take away future monies from a student-athlete for various reasons. As the pressure to win increased, so did the rate at which coaches declined to renew athletic scholarships, in some cases even as student-athletes entered their junior or senior years. Reintroducing the four-year scholarship, on the other hand, will increase peace of mind and financial stability for the average student-athlete. However, it may not be long before coaches begin complaining about “troublemakers,” just as they did when the multiyear scholarship existed in the past. To protect against troublemakers, coaches may increasingly resort to the sort of unseemly behavior already seen in the era of the one-year commitment.

A. Coaching Contracts

To avoid depending on another coach’s players to win, coaches in Division I basketball and football programs often get at least a four-year contract. For instance, of the 108 public schools that played FBS football in 2014, only two head coaches had contracts of less than four years. This time frame allows a coach to have one full recruiting cycle and compete with his or her own players. Under the one-year scholarship commitment, if a new coach did not like the current makeup of his team’s roster, the coach could rescind any player’s scholarship, even if only because the student-athlete did not fit the coach’s style of play or the coach simply thought the team needed better athletic talent. Moving forward, if new coaches have to commit to their predecessor’s recruits while those student-athletes continue to enjoy four-year scholarships, future coaches may insist on lengthier contracts beyond the customary five- or six-year deals common today. The new coach
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might argue that, for his own job security and to build the team based on his coaching philosophy, a longer and perhaps more expensive contract is warranted. If the coach has to wait longer to bring in better talent, would a reasonable request be a longer contract?

B. Reduction of Non-Revenue Generating Sports

Like many other business models, Division I athletics traditionally has made an effort to support programs that have the opportunity to generate revenue.\(^{65}\) Ever since higher education administrators realized the potential return on investment in football and men’s basketball, the majority of the financial resources have been given to those sports.\(^{66}\) This, along with the ongoing commitment to comply with Title IX regulations, has forced administrators to reexamine financial resources, which usually impacts non-revenue-generating sports.\(^{67}\)

Recently, the University of North Carolina at Wilmington (UNCW) eliminated all four of their running programs, an effort that administrators have termed “right sizing.”\(^{68}\) UNCW’s reaction to budget problems is to cut non-revenue-generating sports rather than reduce athletic spending across the board, including spending on its highest profile sport, men’s basketball.\(^{69}\) This practice has become commonplace as schools reevaluate the quality and quantity of their Division I offerings.\(^{70}\)

As schools provide more resources to fund the cost of attendance for select student-athletes, other teams may have their budgets reduced, and in some cases, programs may be eliminated.\(^{71}\) For instance,
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some schools outside of the Power Five, such as those in the basketball-centric Atlantic 10 Conference, have decided to pay the cost of living stipend for members of both the men’s and women’s basketball teams. As athletic resources become scarce, the reaction by some Division I programs could be to offer less sports, which would have a negative impact on the non-revenue-generating programs. Although reaction to the new structure and subsequent policies might create unintended consequences, there are current policies that need immediate attention because they have the potential to diminish the overall quality of a student-athlete’s experience.

III. Impact

As more money begins to change hands and student-athletes receive cash stipends, the demands placed on the student-athlete by the coach may very well increase. Is it possible that the Power Five conference members just paid for more time from each student-athlete receiving a cost-of-attendance stipend, adding to what is already a heavy commitment? Research already indicates that student-athletes on scholarships feel a tremendous amount of pressure to provide value to their coaches. See, e.g., Aimee Kimball & Valeria J. Freysinger, Leisure, Stress, and Coping: The Sport Participation of Student-Athletes, 25 LEISURE SCI. 115, 121 (2003).

Although many agree that the stipend is long overdue, it is concerning that additional conversations about reducing workload have not been addressed. In addition to providing more resources and rights to student-athletes, other existing NCAA policies should have been reevaluated in conjunction with the decision to provide a stipend as an answer to the over-commercialization of the Division I student-athlete. The increased time demand on student-athletes is a specific area the NCAA should address. Although there are many reasons time demands have increased, this paper focuses on two areas of concern: the number of games played and excessive travel.

A. Time Demands

In an open letter to their fellow presidents at Power Five conference schools, Pacific 12 school presidents outlined ten points of emphasis that needed to be addressed, including awarding full cost of attendance, guaranteeing scholarships for enough time to earn a degree, and ongoing medical assistance, all of which were adopted at the
2015 NCAA Convention.\(^\text{73}\) However, the NCAA has yet to address the increasing time demands placed on student-athletes, both in and out of season.

More games have led to more practices and more time committed to a student-athlete’s sport. The NCAA has policies that limit the amount of time a student-athlete can participate in her sport during the season. According to NCAA bylaw 17.1.7.1, “[a] student-athlete’s participation in countable athletically related activities shall be limited to a maximum of four hours per day and [twenty] hours per week.”\(^\text{74}\) However, now more than ever, student-athletes are dedicating more and more time to their athletic endeavors.\(^\text{75}\) In fact, a big part of the push for student-athletes to receive a stipend is because, in a sense, they are already working “full-time jobs” by committing as much as sixty hours a week to their sport.\(^\text{76}\) This, along with their academic requirements, affords student-athletes no time to earn income, leaving them with no money to travel, enjoy leisure time, and, in some cases, eat.\(^\text{77}\) The recent concern for the lack of time given to student-athletes away from their sport seems long overdue, as the time-restriction bylaw was originally adopted in 1991.\(^\text{78}\)

So how is it that discussions persist about the excessive amount of time student-athletes spend on their sports? The problem with the twenty-hour weekly limit is that it does not account for many of the activities required to be a successful athlete at the FBS level. The NCAA manual provides bylaws that allow for some interpretation. For instance, the NCAA allows student-athletes to use their discretionary time to work on athletic activities, defining “discretionary time” as the time during which a “student-athlete may only participate in athletics activities at his or her own discretion.”\(^\text{79}\) The NCAA also allows stu-
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dent-athletes to voluntarily participate in athletic activities, provided they are not directed by a coach.\footnote{Id. at 225.} Determining a student-athlete’s discretionary time or volunteer participation can be very difficult considering the relentless pressure to excel. Time spent outside of practice and in the weight room has increased over the years, and the NCAA has responded with specific policies to address skill-related workouts, conditioning, review of game film, vacation periods, and summer workouts.\footnote{Id. at 227–29.} However, the pressure to succeed athletically, and in turn keep their scholarships, will keep student-athletes committed to the specific and implied time demands of their sports.\footnote{See Wieberg, supra note 52.}

Past research has shown that excessive time demands present considerable challenges to the student-athlete experience.\footnote{See, e.g., Christopher J. Jolly, Raising the Question #9: Is the Student-Athlete Population Unique? And Why Should We Care?, 57 COMM. EDUC. 145, 146–48 (2008).} College coaches expect a great deal of their players’ time to be spent on sports, including practices, travel, team meetings, and midweek game schedules.\footnote{Vaughn A. Calhoun, Division I Student Athletes and the Experience of Academic Clustering 37 (Jan. 1, 2012) (unpublished Ed.D. thesis, Northeastern University), available at http://hdl.handle.net/2047/d20002761.} Time and effort devoted to athletics has also led to mental fatigue, physical exhaustion, and nagging injuries, all of which tremendously detract from the overall student-athlete experience.\footnote{Id. at 129.}

### B. Increased Number of Games

One reaction to the increased exposure of Division I athletics has been the addition of games to the schedule. As ratings for televised football and basketball games increased (first on network television and then in the 1980s with the growth of cable sports channels), the NCAA leadership has responded by adding more games.\footnote{Game No. 11: 66 Colleges Add Game—Stat Changes Necessary, NCAA News, Sept. 15, 1970, at 3, available at http://fs.ncaa.org/Docs/NCAANewsArchive/1970/19700915.pdf.} For instance, in 1970, sixty-six of the 118 major football schools increased their schedules to eleven games in order to give “institutions the opportunity to break out of traditional scheduling patterns and meet opponents they couldn’t have played until a considerable time in the future.”\footnote{Id.} However, Charles Maher of the Los Angeles Times provided
another reason. As he stated in *The NCAA News*, members allowed football programs to add an additional game to “raise money needed by many athletic departments.”88 College football schedules have only continued to grow ever since.

In 1970, Ohio State University played nine regular season games and lost a tenth game in the Rose Bowl.89 During the 2014–2015 season, the Buckeyes played fifteen games, including three postseason games.90 Ohio State won the Big Ten Championship Game and the two Bowl Championship Series playoff games to capture the 2015 National Championship.91 An examination of Division I football schedules shows that regular season play in the 1970s did not start until mid-September.92 On today’s schedules, it is not uncommon for regular season games to run from the last week of August through the second week of December.93 Depending on postseason opportunities, the season for FBS schools could now stretch into the second week of January.94

In the other major revenue-generating sport, men’s basketball, schedules have also increased to an excessive level. College basketball teams are allowed to start playing games during the second week of November, as the growth of preseason tournaments has filled cable television schedules.95 Years ago, teams started their seasons during the first week of December and finished their seasons by the end of February.96 Conference tournaments, which included fewer teams than today, started shortly thereafter and finished the first week of
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March.\textsuperscript{97} During the 1970s, teams played approximately thirty games, including those played during the postseason.\textsuperscript{98} Today, teams that play in postseason tournaments will play into the high thirties, with all teams playing approximately twenty-nine regular season games during the year.\textsuperscript{99} With official team practices starting in mid-October, the basketball season is an intensive five-month drain on the student-athlete over two semesters.\textsuperscript{100} Having a slight reduction in the number of contests would allow student-athletes additional time to satisfy their academic requirements and improve their overall college experiences.

Unfortunately, this problem is not just common among Division I revenue-generating sports. Other programs have also added games, either in the form of regular season contests or increased participation in lengthy postseason tournaments.\textsuperscript{101} This serves to keep teams away from campus more than ever before.

\textbf{C. Excessive Travel}

Along with the increased number of contests, student-athletes are being asked to travel more, leading to more time away from their academic work. Many of the high-profile sports have stretched their schedules out to accommodate further travel and preparation time between games, forcing student-athletes further away from the classroom.\textsuperscript{102} Basketball teams are now playing in nonconference games that take them across the country (or in some cases, abroad) at the start of the year.\textsuperscript{103} Football nonconference scheduling has continued to be committed to the same philosophy that existed in the 1970s, playing a variety of opponents. However, unlike in years past, the confer-
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ence schedule is also replete with excessive travel. In 2010, college athletics experienced a round of conference realignment that inevitably forced many schools to travel further than ever before. Conferences used to be based on a like-minded institutional philosophy and geographic proximity. Thus, conference schedules were filled with schools that had similar resources, appreciated travel limitations, and worked together to reduce travel time. Since the latest round of conference realignment in 2010 and the commitment to fill television time, conference members are forced to play conference games on almost any night of the week and must travel further distances to play. By creating a “wider geographic footprint,” realignment increased both television revenues for member institutions and average distance between opponents, making travel not only more expensive but also a detriment to the wellbeing of student-athletes.

IV. CONCLUSION

Examining the history of the NCAA, it is apparent that policy has been driven by members with the most financial resources, namely the major football schools now organized into the Power Five conferences. With each round of past restructuring, common themes have emerged. First, autonomy is not a new concept to NCAA restructuring. It has been used in past restructuring plans to provide a rationale for why a greater separation is needed. Policy has been used to either provide more power to the haves or to take back power that perhaps was lost slowly but surely. The message has been clear: FBS members would prefer to stay within the existing NCAA structure but use the threat of leaving to gain additional powers and create more levels of autonomy. Second, since the 1970s and the increasing revenue stream created by television broadcasts, the threat of a super-conference has
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been hanging over NCAA members’ heads. Each round of restructuring through the decades has been centered on this theme. It appears that, in 2015, the super-conference has taken another step toward reality. Third, the schools that benefit most from NCAA restructuring and autonomy legislation appear to be decreasing with each new round of legislation.

Prior to the 1970s, one could argue that everyone in the University Division appeared to be in an exclusive category. By the end of the 1970s, the Football Coaches Association was formed to create more autonomy in the NCAA and support the needs of approximately eighty schools. Moving forward, it appears that the sixty schools comprising the Power Five will benefit the most from this latest round of autonomy-focused policies. However, not all schools within the Power Five seem to be on board, raising the question that perhaps the benefit may not outweigh the cost. Boston College, a member of the Atlantic Coast Conference, voted against the legislation on full cost of attendance due to concern over increased costs and how the cost of attendance would be determined. Although Boston College was the only school to vote against the legislation, the future of the Power Five is uncertain. Among these sixty-five schools, the ability to support athletics in the future could cause yet another divide. If the past is any indicator, additional legislation could provide exclusivity to an even smaller group in college athletics who wish to have a greater level of autonomy.

Although there are benefits to the new NCAA structure and subsequent legislation related to improving student-athlete wellbeing, there
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are still concerns that the new changes may have unintended consequences adverse to the student-athlete experience. In order to continue to improve Division I athletics, additional changes need to be made to existing policies in order to reduce time demands on student-athletes. If NCAA leadership is in fact committed to “providing a better student-athlete experience,” then, as Harris Pastides, president of the University of South Carolina, suggested, the NCAA has much work left to do.